Over 200 colleagues in LF Logistics Thailand’s Bangpa-in office celebrated Thailand’s traditional New Year’s Day, or Songkran festival, on April 10th. The Songkran festival takes place during April 13th-15th and water is customarily thrown or sprinkled to “wash away bad fortune or negative energy.”

On the morning of the 10th colleagues gathered in the office for a small prayer and gave offerings to a Buddhist monk as part festival tradition. EVP and Head of Thailand Janya Thana-athiporn, General Manager of Operations LF Logistics Thailand Kachin Prateepmatalang, and General Manager of Operations LF Logistics Thailand Eric Lim, together with other senior managers in the facility were present for the traditional “water throwing,” during which colleagues poured water over each other’s hands in exchange for their blessings.

As the festival takes place during the hottest time of the year in Thailand, lunch was followed by some ice cream and traditional Thai icy desserts. The day concluded with a Miss LF Logistics pageant, with 12 participants competing for the title with their runway moves and fashionable outfits. Channarong Rittiyoong from LF Logistic Thailand’s Johnson & Johnson Operations team walked away the first place prize.

the photos of the fun-filled occasion below!